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POCITY is an Innovation Project funded under H2020 SCC-1 call aimed to create 
Positive Energy Blocks & Districts 

What is POCITYF? 
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EU’s Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) aims to support the creation of 100 Positive Energy Districts in Europe 
until 2025

Political
• Integrated planning

• Cross-department actuation – breaking silos
Technological
• Energy management
• User interaction via ICT
• Local RES & storage
• Annual positive energy balanceUrbanistic

• Addresses cultural heritage sites
• Replicable and scalable

Economic
• Circular economy
• Green financing: promote and de-risk investment in 

sustainable endeavours (e.g. via PPP)
• New business models

Social
• Inclusive, safe and sustainable cities 

• Local energy communities
• Social innovation towards citizen engagement

POCITYF will create 4 Positive Energy Blocks (LHCs) and kick-
off replication work in 6 others (FCs)
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Organized in 4 Transition Tracks

Consortium

Composed by 46 
partners from 13 

European countries

From 01/10/19 to 
30/06/25

Duration

46

8

10

4

6 22.5 M€

Cities

2 LHCs – Évora and 
Alkmaar – and 6 FCs –
Granada, Bari, Celje, 

Ujpest, Ioannina e 
Hvidovre

Integrated 
Solutions

Diverse and innovative 
repository with 73 
elements across 4 

different transition 
tracks

Positive Energy 
Blocks

73 elements will be 
applied to 4 PEBs
(3 in Évora; 1 in 

Alkmaar) and studied 
for further replication

Budget

Total budget of 22.5M€ 
(with a ~20M€ Grant 

from EC)

In short



Objectives of the Replication on Fellow Cities:

ü Setup of a closer collaboration among Lighthouse 
Cities and Fellow Cities to instantiate the 
Replication Plans,

ü Technology watch process to inspire the decision 
makers in taking into consideration POCITYF 
solutions and best practices for the Replication 
Plan,

ü Exploitation of a set of learning methods such as 
webinars, study tours, capacity-building workshops 
and a self-service platform,

ü Design of replication plan for each Fellow city 
based on POCITYF solutions and best practices,

ü Replication Plan will trigger the creation of a city 
vision for 2050, in which each Fellow city will 
define concrete and reasonable plan for scaling up 
the selected solutions at city level.
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Lighthouse Cities Fellow Cities

Focusing on Replication



Analysis 

EU SCC projects 

Replication actions 

we noted that after the end 
of the projects not all of 
them reached tangible 

results

Few Fellow cities 

reached results 

after the projects’ end

Best cases found
FC Valletta: in GrowSmarter, having 
investigated their charging infrastructure and 
implemented their first car sharing scheme.
Leipzig: Fellow city in Triangulum, now 
Lighthouse in Sparcs

Make replication plans effective and useful

1. Creation of Replication plans and City Visions for 2050 for all Fellow cities

2.   Approval of the plan in the city council (as best practices document)

3.   Adoption of the plan as set of technical specifications for Smart City

Policy 
Makers

Technical Stakeholders

Companies

They should plan a Smart City vision and 
the actions to replicate through a Smart 

City Plan 2050

They should acknowledge and apply the 
proper technologies from the document in 

the relative projects

They should be updated and 
aknowledge the Innovative Solutions
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The adopted Strategy
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1. Benchmark Framework

Factsheets

Knowledge Transfer 
Workshops

• General description of the city
• Replication areas
• Challenges
• First list of Stakeholders
• Preliminary list of ISs willing to be 

potentially replicated
• Barriers

2. Ecosystem and ISs/IEs/ETTs

Work groups

Updates on 
demonstrations of ISs 

in LHs

FCs’ work goups learn 
and analyse results 

provided by LHs

Work groups meetings:

- ISs/ETTs
- Economic
- Issues/Barriers

• Knowledge Transfer Workshops with TT 
leaders

• Capacity-building workshops with LHs
• Collected information about local ecosystem 

(bureaucratic processes, ongoing and 
foreseen procedures, city vision, etc…)

3. Planning and BMs finalisation

Building up the smart 
city vision and plan

Identify practices, 
obstacles and issues 
for a proper planning

Technical, 
administrative, 
social, financial

• BMs finalized
• Solutions selected and planned
• Barriers investigated
• Ecosystem clear and active
• KPIs for monitoring

Initiatives, projects external to POCITYF

Implement & Monitoring

Implement Monitor

Interactions with the whole local ecosystem (Policy Makers, 
Technical Stakeholders, Companies, Citizens etc…)

1° iteration 
M36

2° iteration 
M69

The Replication Roadmap



Physical or Remote Events, organized with LHs and other partners of the consortium, aimed
to transfer procedural and methodological knowledge, lessons learned and deepen
regulatory framework and feasibility studies on the ISs,
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Knowledge Transfer Workshops
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Factsheets

Technical documents realized for each solution, containing quantitative indicators,
requirements, details on demonstration, impact on community and eventual compliancy to
Cultural Heritage Buildings
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Factsheets
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Replication aided tool, developed to give the FCs the possibility to simulate the positioning
of the solutions on their city maps and foster discussion amongst citizens and technical
stakeholders.

ICT tool
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ICT tool
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Ø Monthly or bi-monthly WP meetings, to better support the FCs and track their progress on 
the creation of their Replication plans,

Ø Work groups: all the FCs have been encouraged to group members from local industries,
academia, government and citizens associations to understand the information shared by
the LHs and study and select the solutions to include in the Replication Plans,

Ø Synergies with other SCC Eu projects: collaboration with simila projects such as IRIS, 
RESPONSE and SPARCS have been started to benefit from the mutual exchange of 
knowledge and lessons learned,

Ø Documents, presentations, deliverables, templates and reports shared with all the FCs on
specific topics.

Other activities performed for capacity 
building, training and knowledge transfer
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Ø The organization of in-depth workshops has been proven to allow an effective and proper Knowledge Transfer.

Therefore, these were key activities to transfer knowledge to the FCs, particularly when referring to lessons learned

and barriers encountered during the demonstration activities,

Ø The effective Knowledge Transfer has contributed to the establishment of a solid knowledge base and know-how on

methodological, procedural and administrative aspects regarding the implementation of a smart city. Therefore, the

knowledge transfer can be translated into an horizontal educational process, being this knowledge able to be

applicable to the cites’ contexts, even for projects and initiatives external of future to POCITYF itself.

Ø Close and timely coordination have supported the FCs in preventing any risk in advance,

Ø The continuous consultation with FCs – i.e. asking their main topics of interests, needs and challenges to define the

agendas for workshops and other initiatives – have resulted in a general improvement and raised involvement of the

FCs, ensuring that critical information is transferred to the FCs for an effective and concrete support,

Ø The creation of simple and easy-to-fulfill documents and templates have facilitated timely completion and

consultation processes to maximize the usefulness and the impact of the contents shared.

Lessons learned 1/2 - PROS
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r The creation of the technical documents (factsheets) has been a complex and long process. Moreover, a

necessary technical competence is not always present to understand technology properly.

r Too many tasks or documents to fulfill might overload the municipalities, being them working on other

projects in parallel. Keep their timelines into consideration when planning activities and meetings in

advance.

r Due to the lack of budget, the FCs are struggling to involve local stakeholders and citizens. Moreover, if

other bigger municipal projects are running, the perception and the engagement of the ecosystem on

smaller-scale projects are less attractive when compared to structural and more important measures.

Lessons learned 2/2 - CONS



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
and Innovation programme under grant agreement N° 864400.

Thank you for attention!

Questions?
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Replication strategy

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

… towards becoming Climate neutral Scalable City in 2030 / 2045

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  
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All FC

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

The municipalities of Cluj-Napoca & Kozani climate neutral by 
2030, Derry in 2045

This goal will be achieved through a series of actions that include:
· Energy saving measures in municipal buildings, in the street

lighting of the municipality, in the residential and tertiary sector
· Savings measures in the agricultural sector
· Energy saving measures in the transportation sector
· Increase in the percentage of electricity from Renewable Energy

Sources
· Awareness raising and information actions for the citizens and
especially for the young generation

+++
· Inspired by Pamplona’s new DH system, work has begun on a
Feasibility Study into DH for Derry - with identification of a potential
waste heat source, and anchor load/ customer

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  
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Cluj-Napoca

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

STARDUST enlightens Cluj-Napoca on its way to 
Climate Neutrality in 2030

By referring to 2011 the municipality of Cluj- Napoca pursues seven key
interventions:
1. Integrated urban regeneration of apartment building blocks (77% of
resident homes)

2. Deep renovation of public and commercial buildings (responsible for
half of GHG emissions of buildings) and brownfields’ redevelopments

3. Improvement of public spaces quality
4. Extension of the infrastructure of electric charging stations and
benefits for electric car users

5. Extension of the Walkable City Program & update of the parking area
policy

6. Enriching the green transport infrastructure
7. Continuous expansion of green areas

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  
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Cluj-Napoca

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

Some pictures of implementation highlights

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  

Apartment blocks
rehabilitated

Charging stations

Bike sha-
ring system

Clujana
Municipal
Hospital

Digital
solution
of urban
mobility

Green
educatio-
nal
building

Public
LED
lighting
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Derry

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

Carbon Reduction Measures that are addressed within 
Derry’s ‘NorthWest Regional Energy Strategy’ & ‘Net Zero 
Roadmap Analysis’ - net zero by 2045

This goal will be achieved through a series of actions that include:
· Smart Energy Management of regional energy assets to
minimise energy bills & unlock new revenue streams

· RES & storage – maximise green renewable generation coupled
with energy storage technologies

· Low Carbon Transport reduces carbon emissions & improves
air quality

· Low Carbon Heating enables the transition to low carbon &
emission free solutions

· Energy Efficiency measures across the region to reduce
consumption & CO2 emissions

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  
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Derry

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

Some implementation highlights

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  

Capacity Building Workshop 
29 June 2023 - 80 attendees

Picture title

Xxx

Accomplished: xx/202x

Feasibility into New DH System

Picture title

Xxx

Accomplished: xx/202x
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Kozani

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

Kozani serves as municipal building manager, 
Energy system operator & Community.

By investigating and supervising the following:
· Monitoring yearly municipal energy & maintenance costs
· Prioritising refurbishment, construction & investment plans
· Organising local Capacity Building / Brainstorming Workshops
· Initiation, planning, design and implementation
· Publishing tenders & contracting selected enterprises
· Performing socio-economic surveys
· Awareness raising and informing via municipal communication
channels

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  
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Kozani

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  

Some implementation highlights

Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  

Liapeio Indoor Swimming Pool

Accomplished: 2023

2nd Municipal 
Kindergarden in Kozani

Accomplished: 2023

8 kWp autonomous
solar charging station

Accomplished: 2022
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Kozani

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  

Supply and Installation of a Heating –
Cooling Building Management System (BMS) 

for the Indoor Sports Hall of Lefkopigi

Funding : 
Objective :

After the installation of the BMS 

system in the building, it is 

expected to save 20% of the 
energy. 

Budget :  48.000,00 €

Status :  Completed

32 PV Stations in School Buildings of the 
Municipality of Kozani

Funding : 
Installation of PV stations in 32 School 
Buildings of total power of (365kW total) 

Budget : 500.000,00 €

Status : Completed
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Future Outlook and conclusions

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe  

Identification and evaluation mainly of innovative replication for public 
buildings’ deep renovation and de-carbonization of the mobility sector. 

In close cooperation with dedicated key stakeholders the following conclusions have drawn:
· At the municipal level, enhancing the energy efficiency & augmenting building integrated
renewable energy sources.

· Socio-cultural inclinations will play a pivotal role in shaping the future of the transport
sector, influencing vehicle preferences and usage patterns.

· ICT is the glue of "smart" attributes of cities, encompassing sensor deployment, analyses
of large datasets, and widespread internet utilization to enhance accessibility and user-
friendliness of services.

· Financial dimensions are pivotal in ensuring the feasibility of replicating interventions,
especially in the neighbourhood of the same city & its surrounding.

Laura Nieto – Greenovate! Europe,  Michael Heidenreich– Greenovate! Europe / MH  
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THANK YOU
CONTACTS

Greenovate!Europe l.nieto@greenovate-europe.eu;
CES Michael Heindenreich mheidenreich@gmx.at;
Cluj Napoca melania.blidar@clujmet.ro;
Derry Anne.Artt@Derrystrabane.com;
Kozani and CLUBE k.tsepoura@clube.gr; t.giourkas@clube.gr
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